




What You Need to Know About Fox & Hound (F/H) Mode 

1. Only DXpedition stations set up and operate as a ‘FOX 
 

 This from Joe Taylor… 

 

 “FT8 DXpedition mode is intended for use by rare-entity DXpeditions and other 

unusual circumstances in which sustained QSO rates well above 100/hour are 

expected. Do not use the multi-signal capability if you do not satisfy this 

requirement.” 

 

2.   The rest of us need to configure our WSJT-X FT8 mode as the  ‘Hound’ 
         - More on this later… 

 
3. DXpedition F/H operations are never conducted on any of the nominal 

FT8 frequencies 
 
-This from Joe Taylor… 

 
“DXpedition Mode must not be used in the conventional FT8 sub-bands. If you are 

contemplating operation as Fox in DXpedition Mode, find a suitable dial frequency 

consistent with regional band plans and publicize it for the operators you hope to 

work.”  



4.  Some set up is required to configure WSJT-X for Fox & Hound mode 
-Not difficult  but  essential if you are to be succesfull…  more on this later 
- Remember  also when you are finished with F/H mode, to change WSJT-X back to normal 
FT8 mode  

      5. A few differences in operating the FT8 screen and waterfall in F/H mode 
     -Also not difficult, but necessary in order to be successful in making a contact wit the DXpedition 

 

6. Fox and Hound mode uses FT8 (not available for FT4) only, and requires 
WSJT-X  Version 1.9.0 or later.  
- Latest General Availability (GA) release:  WSJT-X 2.5.4 

Next 2 slides document the only changes that you need to make 
to enable ‘Fox and Hound’ mode in WSJT-X 

This presumes that you already have WSJT-X set up 
and working for  normal FT8 operation… 



To operate F/H mode, WSJT-X must be able to manipulate your 
radios frequency during a contact (referred to in WSJT-X settings as ‘Split 

Operation’) 
WSJT-X ‘Split Operation’ is 
designated by selecting either the 
‘Rig’ or ‘Fake It’ option in the box 
as shown below.   

You must enable one or the other 
to be able to work F/H mode. 

I have CAT control configured and 
enabled between WSJT-X and my 
radio so I could use the ‘Rig’ 
option. However I find it just as 
easy to use the ‘Fake It’ option as 
shown here.  

The ‘Fake It’ option will work 
just fine for F/H mode. Also, I 
have found no issues with 
leaving this setting enabled. 



WSJT-X Settings under the ‘Advanced’ tab to configure for ‘Special operating 
activity’   

1. Click the check box to enable 
‘Special operating activity’ 

2. Select ‘Hound’ 

3. Click ‘OK’ 

Remember when you are 
finished with F/H mode, to 
return WSJT-X setting to normal 
FT8 operation, by un-checking 
‘Special operating activity’  

(More detail further on regarding 

details of conducting a F/H contact)  



- Next few slides give examples of some of the popular DX 
spotting web-sites available online. 

- Great sources of information for DX activities in general.  
In spite of my being ‘old school’, I find myself using these aids to 
quickly find DX stations that I might wish to go after. 

-These on-line web-sites apply to all modes of operation, and 
can be extremely helpful in pointing you to current DX activities 
in real time, and updating continuously.  



NG3K ‘Announced DX Operations’ 
 

- https://www.ng3k.com/misc/adxo.html 

   - Listings of current DXpeditions, as well as those pending, and when to expect them 

 

- Many of the listings provide links to individual expedition’s own web-sites, as well as recent 

‘spots’ 

https://www.ng3k.com/misc/adxo.html


‘My DX Summit’   http://www.dxsummit.fi/#/ 
• Real-time ‘Spotters’ listings… continuously updated in real time 
• Set filters to refine search criteria by band / mode / DX call sign  
• Often ‘Info’ will show reference to FT8 F/H and the spotter will indicate the frequency 
being used by the DX station (valuable help in determining where to look) 

http://www.dxsummit.fi/


‘CLUBLOG’    https://clublog.org/about.php 

- Many DXpeditions now register with ‘ClubLog’ and use it to show ‘Live Stream’ contact information in real time. 

 

- DX stations will periodically upload Log information. You can use this feature to see whether you are ‘in the log’ 

 

-  ‘ClubLog ‘also links to ‘OQRS’ (the Online QSL Requests Service’). Many expeditions use OQRS to offer 

expedited issuance of QSL confirmation for a small fee. 

 

-‘ClubLog’ itself is a free service. There is no fee to register as a user.  

 

- Many tools available on the ‘ClubLog’ web-site for tracking DX activities 

https://clublog.org/about.php


DX news         https://dxnews.com/ 

-Notice a couple of the ‘spots’ here indicating FT8 F/H 
-Notice also the frequency 18.108 This is where you need to tune your radio, in order to set up for 
working them in F/H mode. (Normal FT8 frequency on 17m is 18.100) This information clearly 
indicates that they were operating F/H mode at the time of these ‘spots’ 

https://dxnews.com/


So what happens during a Fox and Hound Contact?  
And how does it differ from Normal FT8? 

Keep in mind that F/H mode benefits not only the DXpedition, but also those of us 

who are hunting for that rare contact.   

-Joe Taylor’s DXpedition mode allows the FOX to transmit up to 5 signals simultaneously. 
- This multi-signal capability can achieve contact rates of  up to 500 QSOs/hour in ideal condx 

• One slight drawback of the FOX’s multi-signal transmission is that his transmit power is divided evenly 
amongst number of signals being sent simultaneously.   
•  So far, I have seen as many as 4 simultaneous signals being transmitted by the FOX. In that case, each 
of those signals will be at 25% of his total output power.  
  

Here is what that transmission looks like on the WSJT-X waterfall… 

- In the above image you can see the 4 signals that are being transmitted by the FOX 
- Note that while the FOX is transmitting, everyone else should be listening 
-You can’t see the frequency scale in this image, but the FOX is always transmitting between 300 and 900 
Hz on the waterfall. 
- No one else transmits below 900 Hz on the waterfall, unless they have been answered by the FOX.  
 - So when calling the FOX, the ‘Hounds’ should always be above the 900 Hz frequency on the waterfall. 
- You (the ‘Hound’) only move down below 900 Hz when the FOX responds to your call.  This happens 
automatically, and is the reason why WSJT-X needs to be able to shift your frequency down to match the 
FOX’s den (below 900 Hz) while you are in contact with him. 



Typical Sequence of Events for making a F/H Contact  

1. You discover a DXpedition operating in F/H mode that you would like to contact 
2. Using available means you determine what frequency they are currently operating at 
3. Configure WSJT-X settings for FT8  ‘Special operating activity’ as the ‘Hound’ 
4. With WSJT-X running, tune around until you find the F/H activity (Here is clew…use DX ‘spotter’s 

reports  to identify where to start , and look for extensive FT8 around that frequency).  Note that 
the F/H activity will not be on the normal operating FT8  frequency for that band.  

5. If you so choose, WSJT-X allows you to edit the ‘Working Frequencies’ table. So you could create an 
entry for a particular F/H operating frequency in that table, and it will then appear in the drop-
down frequency list on your FT8 window.  (Frequently, I simply tune my radio manually to the F/H 
frequency, rather than altering the existing table) 

6. Note that it is important ,when setting your radio, dial that you position it such that the FOX 
transmissions are seen to be below the 900 Hz mark on your waterfall. And while trying to call the 
FOX, you must  be above that 900 Hz spot. I usually try to find a clear space amongst all of the 
other callers somewhere between 1000 – 3000 Hz on my waterfall. 
NOTE: The reason that this is so important is that WSJT-X is programmed such that the FOX will 
automatically  NOT respond to Hounds initially calling him below 1000 Hz . Failing to comply with 
this operating protocol will guarantee that you will not be successful in achieving a contact. 

7. This also brings up another  crucial point…remember the old adage that “you cannot work them, if 
you can’t hear them”. If you are not able to see and successfully decode the FOX’s transmissions, 
you are not going to be able to make the contact. So in that situation, there is no point in trying to 
call them! In that case you need to wait for better conditions, or try another day, or look for them 
on a different band. 

Getting Started and Calling the FOX  



8. When you configure your WSJT-X settings to operate as the ‘Hound’ it will automatically set you up for 
transmitting during  the ‘ODD’ time periods. And the FOX will always be transmitting on ‘EVEN’ time slots. 
9. Enter the DX stations call in the window on your FT8 screen. You can either enter this manually or simply 

double click on one of the DX stations transmissions and it will populate his call (and start calling him).  
10. After positioning yourself at an appropriate spot on the waterfall, double click on one of the DX 

stations transmissions or click ‘Enable TX’ to start  calling the FOX. 



But the Dxpedition is not coming back to me   

1. Keep calling the DX station and watch for a response.  
-Even though they are answering multiple stations at a time, the DX station can be generating huge 
pile-ups ( and FT8 is pretty good at separating overlapping QRM) 
-I’ve had occasions where I got a response and completed the contact almost immediately. And 
others like the current expedition by TY0RU which took me over an hour of calling him before I got a 
response. 

2. You will notice that, by design, after 2 minutes of calling your WSJT-X program will time out, and stop 
sending. ..your ‘Enable Tx’ button will be grayed out. Joe Taylor has built this in to avoid un-attended 
operation.  
- I often find it handy to take advantage of this period and watch the waterfall segment where I have 
been transmitting, to see if it is still relatively clear 
- If there is another strong station operating on top of me, I will look for a clearer slot on the waterfall 
and move my TX position to that (position your cursor over the spot that you wish to move to and 
then  Shift+Click  to move your TX frequency only) 
- You can leave your receive frequency anywhere you like on the waterfall. If you get a response from 
the DX station, both your TX and RX will automatically jump down to a position around 300 KHz for 
your next transmission to the FOX. 

3. Re-enable calling the FOX for another 2 minutes, by clicking again on the ‘Enable Tx’ button 
4. Watch carefully for a reply from the FOX. When it happens, it will occur quickly and you may see him 

responding to both your call and someone else’s in the same transmission. If you have exchanged 
signal reports and got a RR73 from the FOX, then you have worked him! (more on this next slide) 

5. Be aware also that, in order to help level the playing field, the FOX can set a dB signal level above 
which he will automatically NOT respond to that ‘Hound’. So don’t give up because you think you 
can’t compete. Keep trying for a while! (Unless your wife is calling you for dinner, or to cut the grass) 



   
 
 

When the FOX Responds to Your Call   

1. The exciting part is when the FOX eventually responds to your call. His first transmission to you will 
be your signal report from him. 

2. This triggers an automatic response in WSJT-X that will shift your operating frequency down to the 
same frequency where the FOX just called you …nominally somewhere in the range between  
300-540 Hz, and your station will send R+His Signal Report 

3. If the FOX does not successfully receive your first report, he will repeat yours, and your subsequent 
report to him will automatically be shifted 300 Hz up or down from where it was first sent. 

4. After the FOX receives his signal report from you, his next transmission to you will be ‘RR73’. Once 
you receive this from him, your contact is complete. 
Note: that if your station fails to decode the FOX’s ‘RR73’ yours will again try to send his signal report 
up to 3 times, and the FOX will try to send ‘RR73’… also up to 3 times. Once you receive the FOX’s 
‘RR73’ the QSO is complete, and you just worked a DXpedition (the Hound does not send a 73 
transmission…the FOX is done with you, and will move on to other ‘Hounds’ at this point).  
 

The next few slides will attempt to show real examples of a Fox & Hound contact.  



Example of a typical F/H contact. This one with TX5N DXpedition to the Austral Islands in April of this year. 

A typical  F/H contact. This one with TX5N  Austral Islands DXpedition,  April 2022  

This may appear a  little complicated, but really it is not. Once you have it set up. WSJT-X does the rest for you. 



Another F/H contact with JW0X Svalbard DXpedition - April 2022  



Like many current DXpeditions JW0X Svalbard expedition was also registered with Club Log. 
 
Provided they have internet access, the expedition will usually try to uploaded Log data frequently. 
This becomes a great way to check that your contact was recorded in their Log. 
 
As indicated here in Club Log, the JW0X Dxpedition was not registered with the OQRS (QSL service). 
To apply for  their QSL card required going through a QSL manager…worth the expense though, as I 
received  a very nice card from the expedition. 



Recent New Twist and Another Software Program for Expeditions Running FT8  

‘MSHV’ by LZ2HV       https://lz2hv.org/mshv 

It is diffucult to keep up with all of the advances, and developments that have evolved from Joe 
Taylor’s open source / weak signal mode 
 
I’m a little reluctant to include with this presentation, however this new software program written by 
LZ2HV claims to accommodate stations calling in either WSJT-X Fox and Hound mode, or using the 
normal FT8.  

This has potential to create significant confusion, unless folks are aware that the DXpedition is 
running the MSHV software. Remember that with DXpeditions who are running WSJT-X Fox and 
Hound mode, you will not be able to contact them if your station is configured for normal FT8 
operation. 

However, I figured it necessary to provide some information on this, since the current TY0RU Benin 
expedition is using the MSHV software. I just worked them with my station configured for WSJT-X ‘Fox 
and Hound’ mode.  
 
And this explains a few anomalies noticed while making that contact.  
 
So here we go with another twist… 

https://lz2hv.org/mshv


TY0RU Benin DXpedition - FT8 Operation While They are Using MSHV Software   

At the time of making the contact with TY0RU, I was not aware that they were running MSHV. My 
station was configured for WSJT-X ‘Fox and Hound’, and in spite of this I was able to complete a 
contact with them.  
 
Kind of surprising though, in that it took me an hour to get through. I’m not sure whether this 
something related to their MSHV software or rather simply due to the enormous pile-up that they 
were generating. 
 
And interestingly enough Tim VA3TIC jumped in and worked them almost immediately and co-
incidentally at the same time that I completed my contact. So clearly the MSHV software works 
the way the author claims. 
 
If I had done sufficient research in advance, I’d have found reference to the fact that they were 
likely using the MSHV software. QRZ.com had posted this note from the TY0RU expedition… 
 
Note on the next slide some useful information on the QRZ website regarding this expedition 
including reference to using the MSHV software, the intended frequencies for FT8 operation and a 
reminder that these are not the usual FT8 sub-bands.  
 
Also QSL information advising that the expedition will upload log information to Club Log, OQRS, 
and LoTW. – all handy stuff to know if you want to confirm a contact with Benin. 





Contact with TY0RU while they were running MSHV software. Notice their 4 simultaneous transmissions below 900Hz on 
the waterfall. Also at start of the next ‘ODD’ period, you can see callers down below their operating frequencies.  Not 
knowing that they were running MSHV, I assumed at the time that these stations must have simply been uninformed 
about F/H operation. I would now recognize this as another clue, indicating that MSHV was being used by the expedition. 



Anomalies and Other Annoyances   

Twice while trying to work TY0RU, I received strange message lines containing WSJT-X error codes, 
indicating  uncertainty regarding  valid decodes…always a little disconcerting and even more so when 
trying to work a rare DX station. 
At times ‘spotters’ will also flag questionable operating activity indicating possible bogus contacts from 
stations masquerading as a DX station. Things like this can leave you wondering whether you actually 
made a valid contact. 

The decoded line here, 
seemingly from TY0RU 
directed to me but showing a 
WSJT-X error code?  
 
Also very strange received 
signal strength for this 
particular decode at -24 dB, 
when all other transmissions 
from TY0RU are indicating 
strong signals. 
 
I have no idea as to how this 
decode may have originated. 
 
But at the time, it left me 
wondering whether I was 
going to make a legitimate 
contact with TY0RU. 
 
Note also a CQ being sent by 
M0VKC in England right on 
top of the TY0RU frequency. 
Always challenges to making 
a successful DX contact. 



However once again,  a ‘Log Search’ in Club Log comes through… indicating that TY0RU have 
confirmed my contact as being in their Log. I love this feature in Club Log. 
 
Now I just need to decide whether or not I am willing to pay a Russian DX team for their QSL 
card for the Benin DXpedition. 


